Preclinical evaluation of a urokinase plasminogen activator-targeted nanoprobe in rhesus monkeys
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Purpose: To translate a recombinant peptide containing the amino-terminal fragment (ATF) of urokinase plasminogen activator receptor-targeted magnetic iron oxide (IO) nanoparticles (uPAR-targeted human ATF-IONPs) into clinical applications, we conducted a pilot study to evaluate the toxicity and pharmacokinetics of this nanoparticle in normal rhesus monkeys.

Methods: We assessed the changes in the following: magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) signals from pretreatment stage to 14 days posttreatment, serum iron concentrations from 5 minutes posttreatment to 12 weeks posttreatment, routine blood examination and serum chemistry analysis results from pretreatment stage to 12 weeks after administration, and results of staining of the liver with Perls’ Prussian Blue and hematoxylin-eosin at 24 hours and 3 months posttreatment in two rhesus monkeys following an intravenous administration of the targeted nanoparticles either with a polyethylene glycol (ATF-PEG-IONP) or without a PEG (ATF-IONP) coating.

Results: The levels of alkaline phosphatase, alanine transaminase, and direct bilirubin in the two monkeys increased immediately after the administration of the IONPs but returned to normal within 20 days and stayed within the normal reference range 3 months after the injection. The creatinine levels of the two monkeys stayed within the normal range during the study. In addition, red blood cells, white blood cells, hemoglobin level, and platelets remained normal during the 3 months of the study.

Conclusion: All of the results suggest that a transient injury in terms of normal organ functions, but no microscopic necrotic lesions, was observed at a systemic delivery dose of 5 mg/kg of iron equivalent concentration in the acute phase, and that no chronic toxicity was found 3 months after the injection. Therefore, we conclude that uPAR-targeted IONPs have the potential to be used as receptor-targeted MRI contrasts as well as theranostic agents for the detection and treatment of human cancers in future studies.
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Introduction

With oncology stepping into the molecular era, there has been an urgent demand for oncologists to understand the key molecular events and their associated biomarkers in both normal and abnormal tissues at the molecular and cellular levels.1–3 Molecular imaging, by using noninvasive imaging approaches, has the tenability of the surface of the nanoparticles, which can potentially prolong the circulation of the agent in the blood or accurately target a specific location within the body,4 helping to detect tumors and identify biomarker expression in tumors. The past decade has witnessed an unprecedented expansion of the engineering of theranostic nanoparticles for cancer imaging and therapy.5 However, the side/toxicological effects of the nanoparticles on health have aroused considerable and increasing concerns worldwide.6 An increasing number
of toxicological investigations of nanoparticles have revealed that nanoparticles tend to exhibit toxicological effects in vivo,\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\) fairly different from the larger particles of the same chemical composition (on an identical mass basis). In addition, most toxicity studies of nanoparticles have been focused on the acute or subacute phase in small animal models,\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\) whereas only a few studies have investigated the toxicity of nanoparticles to humans ex vivo.\(^10\) For example, the United States Food and Drug Administration approved only the use of liposome-encapsulated doxorubicin and paclitaxel attached to nanoparticles in cancer therapy.\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\) Thus, obviously, it is imperative that a toxicity investigation of superb nanoparticles from basic research to clinical application be conducted in the shortest possible time.

An elevated level of urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR) has been found in cancers of many types, and its expression correlates with a poorer prognosis, thus providing a useful predictor of high-risk patients.\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^18\) Blocked uPAR pathway can reduce angiogenesis and inhibit primary tumor growth or metastasis in various models in vivo.\(^19\)\(^-\)\(^21\) Increasing evidence has proved the excellent performance of a novel cell surface receptor-targeted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) nanoprobe in targeted cancer imaging and therapy; this nanoprobe is produced by the conjugation of a recombinant amino-terminal fragment (ATF) peptide of the urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) to magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs). IONPs can surmount the tumor’s stromal barrier and increase the intracellular drug concentration in pancreatic or breast cancer cells and tumor environment while producing MRI contrast to monitor drug delivery and therapeutic response.\(^22\) Moreover, previous studies by Yang et al\(^18\), Liu et al\(^19\), and Lee et al\(^22\) have shown the ideal diagnostic and therapeutic capabilities of the uPAR-IONP and there were no apparent damages detected to other organs and tissues following systemic delivery. Given that animals such as rodents differ significantly from humans in size, genetic relationship, functions, and structures,\(^23\)\(^,\)\(^24\) preclinical studies in large animal models is of great necessity to determine systemic toxicity, biodistributions, dose, imaging capability, and pharmacokinetics (PK), to translate this receptor-targeted MRI probe into clinical applications for cancer detection and image-guided cancer therapy. Compared with other experimental animals, rhesus monkeys are generally considered a preclinical model closest to humans\(^25\)\(^,\)\(^26\) and the PK studies conducted in the primate are highly applicable to predict the PK in humans.\(^27\)

In this study, we examined the toxicity and PK of uPAR-targeted human ATF-conjugated IONPs in normal rhesus monkeys. We further evaluated the feasibility of noninvasive MRI monitoring of IONP accumulation in the major organs following systemic delivery. To our knowledge, the current study is the first preclinical toxicity evaluation of a targeting ligand-conjugated magnetic IONP in nonhuman primary animals, and there have been no reports on the PK of liver, kidney, and cardiac functions for the 3 months after intravenous administration of the IONPs.

### Materials and methods

#### Preparation of uPAR-targeted ATF-IONPs

Magnetic IONPs of 10 nm core size were obtained from Ocean Nanotech, LLC, San Diego, CA, USA. The IONPs coated with amphiphilic polymers, with or without an additional layer of polyethylene glycol (PEG), were conjugated with human ATF peptide produced by a bacterial expression system via a covalent bond between carboxyl groups of the amphiphilic polymers and amino side groups of the peptides at a ratio of 1 IONP:15 ATF peptides. The final ATF-IONP or ATF-PEG-IONP conjugates were purified using Nanosep 100K column. The testing of the targeted-ATF-IONPs or ATF-PEG-IONPs showed that they were free of endotoxin contamination.

#### Preparation of experimental animals

Two healthy young rhesus monkeys (4±1 years old; 3.8±0.1 kg; both males) were obtained from Sichuan Primed Bio-Tech Group Co, Ltd, Chengdu, People’s Republic of China. They were housed individually in the West China Experimental Animal Center at Sichuan University, Chengdu, People’s Republic of China, and kept under a 12-hour light/dark cycle. After intravenous anesthetic administration using 3–5 mL of 3% pentobarbital sodium at 2 mL/min, the animals received intravenous administration of the uPAR-targeted human ATF-IONPs. Monkey 1 received intravenous administration of the 5 mg/kg of Fe equivalent dose of human ATF-IONP and Monkey 2 received 5 mg/kg of Fe equivalent dose of human ATF-PEG-IONP. The monkeys were maintained in conformity with the requirements of the National Institutes of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animal of the USA, and all experimental protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Sichuan PriMed Bio-Tech Group Co, Ltd.

#### MRI parameters

MRI scan was performed on a clinically available 3.0 T Siemens Trio system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with contiguous electrocardiography and breath-hold monitoring.
of the rhesus monkeys, under anesthetic administration using 15 mg/kg intravenous pentobarbital sodium at 2 mL/min. MRI scan using a surface coil was performed on the monkeys before and at 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes, 1 day, 7 days, and 14 days after intravenous IONP administration. T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) (repetition time = 3,200 ms/echo time = 65 ms; slices = 15, slice thickness = 1 mm, averages = 3) and T1-weighted imaging (T1WI) (repetition time = 500 ms/echo time = 12.0 ms; slices = 25, slice thickness = 1 mm, averages = 6) were conducted. The region of interest was used to assess the IONP-induced changes in MRI signal level, contrast, and T2 values in the liver and the spleen. Signals of the back muscles, showing little change before and after the injection of ATF-IONPs, were used as a baseline to compare the signals in the regions of interest.

Serum iron concentrations and systemic toxicity
To quantify IONPs in the blood following systemic delivery, blood samples were collected at 5 minutes; 1 hour, 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours; 4 days and 10 days; and 2 weeks, 4 weeks, and 12 weeks after the injections with the monkeys under anesthesia. Serum plasma samples were digested in acid. The resulting solutions were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to determine the amount of Fe in the blood, which is regarded to be representative of the amount of IONPs. To evaluate the toxicity of the IONPs to the liver and the other normal organs, as well as the hematology, we collected blood samples at different intervals following IONP administration and then determined serum levels of alanine transaminase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), aspartate transaminase (AST), and direct bilirubin (BIL-D) for the liver function, creatinine (CREA) for the kidney function, and creatine kinase (CK) for the cardiac function. Routine blood examinations – mostly estimation of levels of red blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells (WBCs), hemoglobin (HGB), and platelets (PLT) – were conducted 7 days before and 2 days, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 8 weeks, and 12 weeks posttreatment. The blood samples were collected under sterile conditions in heparinized tubes for hematology and nonheparinized tubes for biochemistry. Vital signs, body weight, appetite, and movements of the monkeys were monitored daily.

Perls’ Prussian Blue and hematoxylin–eosin staining
Biopsy samples of the liver were obtained from the rhesus monkeys at 24 hours and 3 months after the IONP injection using core needle biopsy after MRI scanning and blood collected with the monkeys under anesthesia. The samples were placed in 10% formalin, then fixed with 4% formalin solution, and were stained with hematoxylin–eosin (HE) solution using the standard protocol. HE staining of the normal liver was included in this study as a negative control, and Prussian Blue staining was used to confirm the presence of IONPs in the liver tissue sections using our established method. Microscopy was used to determine acute inflammatory changes or necrotic areas associated with the IONP administration and for highlighting the iron deposits in Kupffer cells of the sinusoids of the liver tissue sections.

Results
Noninvasive MRI monitoring of the delivery of the IONPs
It was found that magnetic nanoparticles typically lead to reduced MRI signals during T2WI in the area where nanoparticles accumulate (Figure 1A and B). The signal intensity of T2WI signal was found to have decreased by 27% and 29% in the liver of monkeys 1 and 2, respectively, following an intravenous delivery of human ATF-IONPs and human ATF-PEG-IONPs for 10 minutes. The T2 signal then remained relatively low until 14 days after the administration, with gradually increasing signal intensity thereafter (Figure 1C). The liver of Monkey 2 that received human ATF-PEG-IONPs appeared to show T2 signal intensity higher than that receiving ATF-IONPs without PEG coating in the liver, thus indicative of a possible effectively reduced nonspecific uptake of the ATF-PEG-IONPs in the liver or higher bioavailability of ATF-PEG-IONP in the plasma (Figure 1C). Similarly, the T2 signal intensity in the spleen decreased in both monkeys after the administration and remained relatively low until 14 days posttreatment (Figure 1D). In addition, the T1 signal intensity in the liver and the spleen also diminished immediately after the IONP administration and remained at a low level 14 days later (Figure 1E and F).

Toxicity and PK of ATF-IONPs and ATF-PEG-IONPs following systemic delivery
Following the systemic administration of 5 mg/kg of iron equivalent concentrations of ATF-IONPs or ATF-PEG-IONPs in the monkeys, no changes were found in the vital signs, body weight, appetite, and movements of the monkeys. The levels of ALP, ALT, AST, and BIL-D values, which represent the liver function, immediately increased
after administration of ATF-PEG-IONPs in Monkey 2. A noticeable increase in the level of ALT value was seen in Monkey 1, which received ATF-IONP. However, the levels of these enzymes returned to normal within 20 days (Figure 2D–G). Both monkeys had normal renal function because CREA levels were in the normal range during the study (Figure 2I). Monkey 1 injected with ATF-IONP had a normal CK value, which is regarded as representative of a normal cardiac function. However, Monkey 2 had an abnormal CK value before the nanoparticle injection and CK value further increased slightly after the ATF-PEG-IONP injection but returned to normal within 20 days (Figure 2H). Therefore, there is no knowing whether the increased CK level was caused by the nanoparticle injection or some other factors.
Figure 2 Plots of time-dependent changes of IONP contents in rhesus monkeys (A–I).

Notes: The plots suggest the effects of aTF-IONPs as indicated by serological examination. The gray areas show the normal reference range provided by Sichuan Primed Bio-Tech Group Co., Ltd, Chengdu, People's Republic of China.

Abbreviations: alP, alkaline phosphatase; alT, alanine transaminase; asT, aspartate transaminase; BIl-D, direct bilirubin; cK, creatine kinase; crea, creatinine; hgB, hemoglobin; rBc, red blood cell; WBc, white blood cell; aTF, amino-terminal fragment; IONPs, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles.
Fortunately, 3 months after the probe injection, we found that most of these figures had recovered to within the normal range, compared with the normal reference range provided from testing >100 normal rhesus monkeys by the Sichuan Primed Bio-Tech Group Co, Ltd. Levels of RBCs, WBCs, HGB, and PLT were normal during the 3 months of the study (Figure 2A–C). Therefore, we suggest that uPAR-targeted IONPs have been proven to be harmless to rhesus monkeys.

Moreover, it is necessary to determine PK and biodistribution in normal animals for clinical translation of nanoparticle imaging and therapeutic agents. Serum plasma iron level detected by ICP-MS is regarded to be representative of IONP level in the blood. After iron concentrations of the plasma samples were determined by ICP-MS, the values were used to calculate PK. Although a similar half-life $T_{1/2}$ was found (237–278 hours) in the monkeys that received two different IONPs, it seems that, in the ATF-PEG-IONP-injected monkey, the area under the curve, an indicator of IONP bioavailability in plasma, was much larger than that in the ATF-IONP infected-monkey (Figure 3). Furthermore, the maximum serum concentration $C_{\text{max}}$ (821 mg/L) was higher in the ATF-PEG-IONP-injected monkey (Monkey 2) than in the ATF-IONP-injected monkey (311 mg/L).

![Graph](Image)

**Figure 3** Determination of PK of uPAR-targeted IONPs in rhesus monkeys.

**Notes:** After the administration of IONPs, the concentrations of probes change with time elapsed. Upper panel: A monkey received 5 mg/kg of ATF-IONP. Lower panel: A monkey received 5 mg/kg of ATF-PEG-IONP.

**Abbreviations:** ATF, amino-terminal fragment; AUC, area under the curve; $C_{\text{obs}}$, systemic clearance; $C_{0}$, initial concentration extrapolated to time zero; $C_{\text{max}}$, maximum serum concentration; IONPs, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles; PEG, polyethylene glycol; PK, pharmacokinetics; MRT, mean residence time; $T_{1/2}$, half-life; uPAR, urokinase plasminogen activator receptor; $V_{\text{ss,obs}}$, apparent volume of distribution at steady state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoparticle</th>
<th>Human IONP</th>
<th>Human PEG-IONP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal</strong></td>
<td>Rhesus monkey</td>
<td>Rhesus monkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dose</strong></td>
<td>5 mg/kg</td>
<td>5 mg/kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{1/2}$</td>
<td>hour</td>
<td>278.2331172</td>
<td>$T_{1/2}$</td>
<td>hour</td>
<td>236.9590973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>311.6618</td>
<td>$C_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>821.7139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{0}$</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>362.3247247</td>
<td>$C_{0}$</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>1017.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC$_{0\rightarrow t}$</td>
<td>mg/L×h</td>
<td>6.894590345</td>
<td>AUC$_{0\rightarrow t}$</td>
<td>mg/L×h</td>
<td>10,580.89715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MRT_{\text{Cl,obs}}$</td>
<td>hour</td>
<td>410.971754</td>
<td>$MRT_{\text{Cl,obs}}$</td>
<td>hour</td>
<td>441.2498988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Cl_{\text{obs}}$</td>
<td>L/(kg*h)</td>
<td>0.000410728</td>
<td>$Cl_{\text{obs}}$</td>
<td>L/(kg*h)</td>
<td>0.000216979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{ss,obs}}$</td>
<td>L/kg</td>
<td>0.168797493</td>
<td>$V_{\text{ss,obs}}$</td>
<td>L/kg</td>
<td>0.095741978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Histology

Prussian Blue staining of IONPs in the tissue sections confirmed that ATF-IONPs had accumulated in the liver for >3 months after the injection (Figure 4). However, the level of IONPs at 3 months was found to be significantly lower in the liver than that at 1 day after the injection. HE staining was performed to determine the histological changes in the liver. Compared with the normal liver, monkeys 1 and 2 showed swelling of hepatocytes but minimal hepatic necrotic lesions in the tissue sections at 24 hours posttreatment and subsequent recovery to normal histological appearances of hepatocytes and the sinusoidal and bile ductal structures at 3 months posttreatment, except that little swelling of hepatocytes was found in Monkey 1, compared with the negative control, which were verified by tests by West China Frontier Pharma Tech Co, Ltd, Chengdu, Sichuan, People’s Republic of China (Figure 5).

Discussion

Previous studies have shown the feasibility of producing nanoparticle-based imaging probes for in vivo MRI of cancers, and the impacts of nanoparticles on small animals have been investigated as well. Nevertheless, scarce data on humans or large animals have been published previously. The current report summarizes extended observations of the PK and safety of the rhesus monkey model. It allows us to refine the diagnosis or cancer therapy strategy, may support long-term treatment of cancer-bearing monkeys, and may aid in predicting probable profiles in humans.

It has been acknowledged that nanoparticles can be taken up by the reticuloendothelial system in the liver and the spleen and are subsequently metabolized or utilized for iron storage. Earlier investigations have shown that MRI contrast enhancement by magnetic nanoparticles is highly related to their composition, size, surface properties, and degree of aggregation in the biological environment. The competence of nanoparticles for MRI signal enhancement correlates directly with the particle size, but it becomes less significant for sizes of single-core IONPs ranging >50 nm. Previous investigations have found that intravenous injection of uPAR-IONP probes resulted in nonspecific uptake by the Kupffer cells in the liver and macrophages in the spleen rather than in other vital organs. Similarly, results of this research have demonstrated that after the intravenous administration of the 10 nm core size magnetic IONPs, the T1 and T2 signal intensities for the liver and the spleen decreased, which

Figure 4 Detection of IONPs in the livers of rhesus monkeys by Prussian Blue staining.
Notes: Original magnification: ×200; magnified to ×400 in black box. (A and C) are the biopsy samples of the liver obtained at 24 hours and massive IONPs seen in the kupffer cells (+ + +). and (B and D) are samples obtained at 3 months after the IONP injection, and sparse IONPs seen in the kupffer cells (+). The liver of Monkey 2 has weaker blue staining compared with that of Monkey 1 (A and C, respectively). And the levels of IONPs in the liver of monkeys are significantly decreased at 3 months posttreatment. No significant difference between (B and D) was observed.
Abbreviation: IONPs, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles.
was consistent with our preliminary report that the magnetic IO nanocrystal used in this study can shorten T2 relaxation time and decrease T1 signal intensity. This nonspecific accumulation of IONPs in the liver and the spleen of normal monkeys provides us with an opportunity to determine the accumulated MRI signal of ATF-IONPs or ATF-PEG-IONPs in the target organs in vivo, also helping us to determine the feasibility of the MRI scan parameters for use in large animals or future MRI in humans using clinically available 3 T MRI scanners.

More importantly, results of our study show that the blood chemistry variables such as ALT, ALP, BIL-D, and CREA, which are very sensitive to any disease process of the liver or kidney and which can effectively characterize the restored organs’ function, were transiently changed after the IONP administration. Extensive studies have shown that deterioration in the liver function occurs with age and hepatic abnormality is associated with the reduced capacity of the system to metabolize drugs, particularly drugs undergoing oxidative biotransformation. Concepcion Navarro et al found that after using arsenic, increment in the activities of AST and ALT in the serum may be related to the leakage of these enzymes from the liver cytosol into the blood stream, which might be an inflammatory response as AST and ALT are reliable determinants of liver parenchymal injury. What is more, the accumulation of nanoparticles in organs such as liver, kidneys, spleen, lung, brain, and heart is closely related to the coefficients of the organs and the inflammatory responses of animals. The small size and large surface areas of nanoparticles endow them with an active group or intrinsic toxicity. Published data show that smaller nanoparticles (<25 nm) of TiO$_2$ and ZnO were more toxic than larger nanoparticles (<100 nm). Moreover, Kumari et al reported that in a span of 28 days, in the nanoparticle-treated animals, AST, ALT and lactate dehydrogenase levels increased in the serum, with simultaneous decreases in the figures for the kidney. These indicate tissue necrosis and the possible leakage of these target enzymes into the blood stream. The alterations might probably result from an adaptive mechanism due to nanoparticle stress or altered expression of various genes by Fe nanoparticles, which is indicative of hepatotoxicity in treated rats. You et al investigated the cytotoxicity, complement activation, and platelet aggregation of PEG-coated hollow gold nanospheres (PEG-HAuNS, average diameter =63 nm) in vitro and vivo. They found that the levels of deposited HAuNS in tissues indeed decreased but did not completely vanish at 90 days, and the AST and ALT values increased in both sexes at both Day 14 and Day 90. In our study, the levels of ALP2, ALT, and BIL-D values increased immediately after the IONP administration, which might be a common phenomenon caused by nanoparticles. With self-healing within a short time period, the levels of these enzymes returned to normal within 20 days and remained in the normal reference range 3 months after the

---

**Figure 5** Effects of IONPs in the liver of the rhesus monkeys by H&E staining.

**Notes:** Original magnification: ×400. (A and B) are the liver samples of Monkey 1 at 24 hours and 3 months posttreatment, respectively. (C and D) are the liver samples of Monkey 2 at 24 hours and 3 months posttreatment, respectively. Obvious swelling of hepatocytes and minimal necrosis were seen at 24-hour posttreatment stage, as well as recovery to normal with little swelling of hepatocytes in Monkey 1 at the 3-month posttreatment stage, compared with the negative control. No significant differences between (A and C) and between (B and D) were observed. (E) is the negative control.

**Abbreviations:** IONPs, magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles; H&E, hematoxylin–eosin.
probe injection. Both monkeys showed normal renal function because the CREA levels were within the normal range during the study. In addition, Sarhan and Hussein showed that disrupted blood parameters, such as WBC and HGB levels, were observed after silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were injected intraperitoneally in rats. However, in our work, we found that levels of RBCs, WBCs, HGB, and PLT remained normal during the 3 months of the study. Moreover, swelling of hepatocytes but minimal hepatic necrotic lesions were observed in both the monkeys at 24 hours posttreatment in our work, as well as recovery to normal histological characteristics of hepatocytes and the sinusoidal and bile ductal structure at 3 months posttreatment, except that there was little swelling of hepatocytes in Monkey 1. The swelling of hepatocytes indicated that in the acute phase, the nanoparticles might affect the permeability of the cell membrane in hepatocytes, which might lead to adaptation of cell transporters. Comparing the pathological alterations in the two monkeys, a superior recovery in Monkey 2 might have resulted from the fact that the PEG was effective in reducing the hepatotoxicity; however, there might be individual differences as well. Fortunately, in comparison with other studies, we found by histopathology the promising result that the nanoparticles do not promote steatosis and necrosis and only a transient injury to the normal organ functions was indicated by blood biochemistry. These differences in pathological damages and blood parameters might be mainly caused by the different nanoparticles, dosages, and animal species. In other works, the authors chose a larger dose for injection into rodents. But it should be pointed out that 5 mg/kg of Fe equivalent dose of human ATF-IONP is enough for theranostic cancer imaging, as shown in our previous studies. Because of the concern for hepatotoxicity, our pilot toxicity evaluation focused on the effect of the IONPs on liver function and histopathology in the rhesus monkeys according to the previous study, whereas renal and cardiac histopathology was not studied. In addition, only two healthy nonhuman primates, non-cancer-bearing monkeys, were included in this study. The short-term injury response of liver or kidney in cancer-bearing monkeys and humans still await detailed exploration. Further studies will have to improve the IONPs to guarantee greater safety and integrate the relationships among particle size, biological effects, and MRI signal before the long-term treatment of cancer-bearing monkeys can be attempted.

Conclusion
This study indicates that there was a transient injury to the normal organs and functions but no necrosis was observed at a dose of 5 mg/kg in the acute phase, and the levels of these enzymes returned to normal and remained in the normal reference range 3 months after the probe injection. This has proved the potential of uPAR-targeted IONPs as receptor-targeted MRI contrasts as well as theranostic agents for the detection and treatment of human cancers. On the basis of this pilot study, further studies are warranted for careful assessment to guarantee greater safety in the long-term treatment of cancer-bearing monkeys and to predict probable profiles in humans.
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